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Contact
ExecutiveDirector@GammaXiPhi.com
with questions.
Apply today at www.GammaXiPhi.com/join/application.

Membership:

A Lifetime
Investment

What is Gamma Xi Phi?
Gamma Xi Phi is a professional fraternity for men and women
actively pursuing careers in the arts, including writers, musicians,
actors, and visual artists. The fraternity also welcomes people with
arts‐serving careers, including arts educators, arts administrators,
agents, and entertainment lawyers.
The purpose of Gamma Xi Phi is to unite collegiate and professional
artists in the spirit of fellowship and perpetual artistic growth.
Gamma Xi Phi promotes philanthropy and service to the arts,
brotherhood among all artists, and leadership development in artistic professions through collegiate and
community outreach to people of color across the world.
Gamma Xi Phi is different from any other professional fraternity in that it is just as concerned with
social justice and the equitable representation of artists of color as it is service to the arts industries and
the professional development of its members.

National Program of
Gamma Xi Phi*
Investment in the Arts
An uppermost commitment of Gamma Xi Phi is to
train artists to excel in artistic service. Program Area
I shall demonstrate our commitment to the arts as
active promoters, curators, and preservationists.

Investment in Artists
As artists, Gamma Xi Phi must not only serve the
arts itself, but other artists. Program Area II
considers those artists in the community who need
our assistance.

Investment in the Membership

Quick Facts

Gamma Xi Phi takes very seriously the artistic, professional, and personal growth of its members. The
fraternity believes that through a combination of mentoring, networking, and development activities,
our members will be prepared for lives as leaders in the arts on every level.

Nicknames: GXP, Gamma
Founded October 7, 2010 at
Ramapo College of New Jersey

*Please visit http://gammaxiphi.com/national‐program/ for details.

Cardinal Principles:
Philanthropy, Sodality, Elevation
Motto:
Uniting the world, one artist at a time.
Colors: Purple, Black, and Gray
Flower: Purple Carnation

“It’s going to be here, it’s going
to stay here, and it’s only going
to grow. And I’m excited to be
part of it.”

Benefits of Membership
Networking • Exposure •Professional Development
Service‐Learning• Friendship • Support • Mentoring
Collaboration • Leadership Development
Job Leads • Grant Opportunities • Fellowship

—Christopher Brient, Eta ‘13

Joining Gamma Xi Phi
Potential applicants are strongly encouraged to visit www.gammaxiphi.com. Becoming a
member of this fraternity is an investment of time, talent, and treasure. If you are ready to
make that investment in yourself and in your craft, please attend events of your local chapter or
contact us to start a chapter in your own community.
Applications are accepted on a rolling basis, but please check the national website and chapter
websites and social media accounts for any specific deadlines and rush announcements.

Selection Requirements and Process:
Chapter
Candidate

At-large
Candidate

Expansion
Candidate

An
applicant
of
the
fraternity who intends to
join an already‐established
chapter on a campus or in
the community.

An
applicant
of
the
fraternity who intends to
join the fraternity’s Alpha
Lambda Chapter for people
who do not live near a
viable service area or are
otherwise given special
permission to initiate in this
manner.

An
applicant
of
the
fraternity who intends to be
a charter member of a new
chapter.

All candidates must possess an arts career,
an arts‐supporting career, or be in active pursuit of either.
Chapter candidates must have
participated in a chapter event
prior to application
submission

Waived

Waived

Chapter candidates must
attempt to get to know
members of the chapter prior
to application submission

Waived

Waived

Chapter candidates must
attend a Formal Rush activity.

At‐large and expansion candidates must attend a
Membership/Expansion Conference Call, Webinar, or other
meeting as determined by the fraternity unless waived.

Selection Requirements and Process Continued:
Chapter
Candidate

At-large
Candidate

Expansion
Candidate

All candidates must submit a completed application and all required components, including:


Letter of Application (one page) which introduces yourself to the chapter, expresses
your interest in joining Gamma Xi Phi, and describes your unique qualifications.



Resume



Artist’s Statement



Two letters of recommendation, from either two professional artists in any field, two arts
educators, or one of each. They must be signed by the writer and then scanned.



Transcript, unofficial and most recent



Submission of either a portfolio of ten pages or less of your best writing or visual art or a
link to a demo reel of your acting, singing, dance, or other performing art, not to exceed
ten minutes.

All candidates must satisfactorily complete an interview.
Chapter candidates must gain
a majority vote of the chapter.

At‐large and expansion candidates must gain the majority vote
of the National Membership Committee.

Cost
A $250 initiation fee will be due via PayPal by the close of a mandatory orientation meeting of
candidates accepted for membership. No money will be collected from candidates unless they
have been invited to join and no refunds will be honored after the candidate has accepted an
invitation. Initiation fees are broken down as follows:




$120: Required membership supplies.
$80: Administrative fee to National Office.
$50: Conference assessment for either Gamma Leadership Weekend or National
Convention.
Additionally, all active members of Gamma Xi Phi pay $15 in monthly dues upon initiation.

Time Commitment:
Gamma Xi Phi is a top priority. Mandatory dates and times will be distributed at Formal Rush
or directly to at‐large or expansion candidates. In addition to those dates, candidates for
membership are expected to allot time to read, study, and prepare for active membership.

